
Managing human capital effectively enables organisations to execute on their 
strategic plans. The key is to align this human capital strategy with the business 
strategy. 

HR has moved from soft skills to a much more analytical and 
data-driven approach. 

HR MANAGEMENT - FROM SOFT SKILLS TO DATA-DRIVEN FUNCTION

With the advent of big data and predictive analytics, your 
business can now establish a comprehensive workforce plan 
and drive its workforce strategy from a unified platform 
that connects HR functions with finance, operations, &
all business units in your organisation. 

Workforce intelligence turns data-driven HR metrics into 
actionable insights to support HR management in making 
better workforce decisions and to deliver the desired 
business results. 
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Measure, report & analyse relevant HR metrics and KPls
critical to the organisation's success with ABM System's 
workforce management solution .

Human capital growth and talent acquisition costs

Employee turnover and retention rate

Quality of hire - age, skills, diversity, experience

Leave and overtime management

Payroll and new recruitment expenses

On-boarding, training and succession data

http://abmsystems.com


WHAT KEY METRICS SHOULD YOU BE MANAGING?

Companies that make the shift to 
workforce-culture alignment see a 9% 

increase in revenue and a 22% increase 
in employee performance.
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Improve the quality of your hiring process and decrease 
employee turnover with direct access to your talent 
pipeline. Track and analyse the entire recruitment process, 
and use detailed insights - age, skills, diversity, experience -
to generate better recruitment yields. 

RECRUITING1

Increase employee satisfaction and retention rate to drive 
workforce efficiency and loyalty across your organisation, 
and ultimately business profitability. Manage opportunities, 
risks and grievances proactively, and make smarter 
decisions about leadership succession. 

RETENTION2

Get valuable insights into employee training, compensation, 
financial benefits and other rewards that impact the financial 
bottom line. Monitor payroll, leave and overtime 
expenses closely to determine financial rewards, and 
analyse opportunities for career growth. 

REWARDS3

Maximise HR effectiveness and performance by improving 
workforce productivity and profitability across the business. 
Use advanced data visualisations, interactive charts and 
built-in intelligence to measure, analyse and report on 
workforce management metrics. 

REPORTING4

The competitive urgency to use analytics isn't new; however recently there has been an increased 
understanding that workforce intelligence is not just about making HR better, it's about making the 

business better. Specifically, this initiative is not just about understanding data-driven HR and the 
usual metrics, but specifically how HR can connect what it's doing, to business outcomes. HR should 

not only align with the business but drive the business by making better decisions about the 
workforce.

ABM System's workforce management solution provides a complete and in-depth view of HR 
processes and workforce activity in one analytics-driven dashboard.
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